Let us provide the
help you need
We all know that life can change quickly,
complicating our lives. A move due to
illness, aging or even death can put each of
us and our loved ones in
a
difficult
position
where certain personal
belongings need to be
moved,
sold,
or
liquidated in a timely
fashion. Depending on
the particular event, a
lifetime of accumulation needs to be sorted,
moved, passed on to family members, sold,
donated or thrown out. Not only is this an
arduous and exhausting process, but family
members often live in different cities or are
just too busy with their own jobs and
children to deal with these overwhelming
and emotional issues.
Trusted TranZitions has more than 4 years
experience and has completed hundreds of
assignments. Our services are chosen and
trusted by families, health care facilities,
retirement communities,
attorneys, bank trustees
and Realtors — just to
name a few.
Call us. We offer a free,
one-hour,
in-home
consultation.
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That’s where Trusted TranZitions comes in.
Trusted TranZitions uses a multi-faceted
sorting and selling strategy that provides our
clients with the highest prices for their personal
belongings. Gone are the days when auction
companies and tag sales are your best or only
methods of liquidating assets.
By using a
combination of
marketing strategies and
distribution channels — including tag sales,
antique dealers, furniture resellers and the
internet — to mention just a few — Trusted
TranZitions insures that our clients receive the
best price with the least amount of stress.
Many times the monies made on the sale of
unwanted assets more than pays our fees!

S ENIOR M OVE M ANAGE ME NT
If you or a family member need to relocate for
any reason, Trusted TranZitions is here to
help. Our years of experience in the moving
process ensures a smooth and stress-free
transition. Moving seniors and handling their
associated needs is our core business — whether
across town or across the country.
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 Develop a comprehensive moving plan
 Map out desirable floor plans for a new

residence
 Schedule and facilitate the move-out

and move-in
 Unpack and setup at a new residence
 Photograph and document personal

belongings and household items
 Sell or donate unwanted items
 Locate important documents and shred

any that could expose you to identity
theft
 Prepare a home for sale and interview

Realtors
 Organize and eliminate clutter
 Provide concierge service during your

move
 Handle special projects and run errands
 Ship anything — anywhere!

